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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Steenrod algebra E*(E) and its dual, the ring of cooperations E,(E) are important 
structures which come along with a ring spectrum E. The purpose of this paper is to 
determine A*(A) and A,(A) for the spectrum A of connected Im(J)-theory at an odd 
prime p. 
Let 1 be the Adams summand of p-local connected K-theory, i.e. l,(S”) = Z&,[ui] with 
u1 E l&So) and 4 := 2p -2. We shall always work at a fixed odd prime p and choose k E Z as 
a generator of (Z/p’)*. The stable Adams operation Ii/k -1 on 1 is divisible by vi. There 
exists a unique operation Q : I+ X41 with vi . Q = ek - 1. The spectrum A may be defined as 
fibre of Q. Thus A fits into the cofibre sequence 
-+A 3 1% C“/.: EA-+. (1) 
One may choose k to be a prime power, then Quillen’s algebraic K-theory of the finite 
field [Fk localized at p is also a model for A. Since n,(A) in positive dimensions is isomorphic 
to the classical image of the J-homomorphism, A, is usually called Im(J)-theory. Im(J)- 
theory is a nice ring spectrum with many applications to stable homotopy, e.g. the classical 
e-invariant and the J-homomorphism are best reformulated using A,. 
The simplest cases in which E,(E) and E*(E) have been determined are those where 
E,(E) is flat or even free over the coefficient ring E,. Then both E,(E) and E*(E) possess 
a rich algebraic structure leading often to powerful applications. 
If E,(E) is free over E, then E A E splits as a wedge of suspensions of E. The next more 
complicated stage is where E A E splits as an E-module spectrum only as 
Er\E=VEr\Xi (2) 
for a family of finite spectra Xi. In this case, E,(E) is usually not flat over E,, there is less 
accessible algebraic structure and applications are harder to obtain. A prominent example 
is connected K-theory bo or 1 where the splittings (2) were first constructed by Mahowald 
[l] and Kane [2]. The finite spectra Xi are here the integral Brown-Gitler spectra 
K(n) [2, 33 and (2) reads as 
IA1 2i v lr\IP”K(n). (3) 
fl>O 
Also Zm(J)-theory falls into this category. Our main result is as follows: 
For n 5 O(p) we construct maps F: K(n) + K(n - 1) with cofibre X,(n) and derive an 
A-module splitting 
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There is also a different, more familiar choice for the splitting pieces Xi yielding only a stable 
splitting, i.e. we have to add a graded mod p Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum to obtain an 
A-module splitting 
(AAA)V(AAT) N v AA~q”-‘X@(n). (5) 
n = O(p) 
Here T is a spectrum such that A A T is a graded Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum and X,(n) 
is a finite spectrum constructed out of skeleta B” of BE,, the classifying space of the 
symmetric group ZP, the transfer map tr: BC, + So and certain u,-self-maps of B”. 
The relation between a splitting of E A E and the operation ring E*(E) is as follows. Any 
E-module splitting like (2) yields an isomorphism E*(E) g niE*(Xi). Thus (4) also com- 
putes A*(A): 
A*(A) g n A*(xq”-lX&)). 
n = O(p) 
Since A is relatively close to the sphere spectrum one expects A*(A) to be relatively small. 
This is indeed the case. Except for n = 0, where X,(O) = S’ (corresponding to the operations 
given by multiplication with elements in A,), A*(X,(n)) is a finite group. 
Now for the applications the most powerful operations are not the elements in A*(A) 
but the generalized operations 
A + A A x4”-‘X,(n) (7) 
which are obtained from the splitting maps by composition with qR: So A A -+ A A A. See, 
for example, the case of K-theory in [2]. 
Among the generalized A-operations (7) there is a family which may be used as primary 
operation to detect the Kervaire invariant-one elements in rci(S”),,,. (Of course, since p is 
odd, this is by the results of Ravenel, see e.g. [4], a somewhat vacuous problem). 
Simpler versions X(n) of X,(n) are used in [S] to give a splitting of 1 A A. There is also 
a non-connected version Ad of Zm(J)-theory. A splitting of Ad A Ad and a computation of 
Ad*(Ad) is obtained in [6]. 
Section 2 fixes notations and collects some preliminaries which are all well known but 
spread over different sources. In Section 3 we describe the splitting pieces X,(n), X,(n) and 
some other finite spectra Ei relevant o the splitting of A A A. Then the main result is stated 
and proved assuming the existence of maps p,” : IP- ’ X,(n) -+ 1 A A with certain properties. 
In Section 5 these maps p,” are constructed using the results of [S, 71 and Section 6 contains 
the proof that p.” factors through A A A. 
Throughout the paper p denotes an odd prime, q:= 2p -2, k generates (Z/p2)*, 
ic = kP-’ and v(n) = v,(n) is the power of p in the prime factorization of n. HF, denotes the 
mod p Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum and H,(X) modp homology, other coefficient groups 
are always indicated. All homology and cohomology theories are taken as reduced. 
Suspension of spectra and shift suspension of modules are denoted by Z. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
d(l)*, E,,r,. (8) 
Let d be the modp Steenrod algebra with dual 
d* = F,C5,, 52, ... , IO wo, Tl, T2, ... ). 
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Let Q. denote the mod p Bockstein, 9” the first Steenrod power and 
Q1 = 9lo Q. - Qoo.P”. We shall need to consider the following sub-Hopf algebras of d: 
Let I be the subalgebra generated by S’, E the subalgebra generated by Q. and Q1 and 
d(l) the subalgebra generated by Q. and P’. Then I E 5,[@]/(P”)“, E z A(Q,,, Q1) and 
in d(l) we have the relations QooQo =O, Q1oQ1 =O, QooQI = - Q1oQo, (9”)” =0 and 
9ioQ1 = Qi”P”. 
Denote by d(l),, E,, r* the dual Hopf algebras to d(l), E or I. We shall work with 
comodules over B*, g E {d(l), E, r} rather than modules over g’, but often switch to 
modules for easier visualization. All of our comodules will be locally finite, so there is no 
problem in dualizing in the standard way (e.g. see [8] p. 332). We shall call a comodule 
M over BB, free, if it is free as a module over &?. 
We have -01(l), g A(~o, ri) 0 ~,C511/(5~~~ E, = NG, rd, r* = ~pC511/(5$, together 
with canonical maps of coalgebras dual to the inclusions. We shall be met several times with 
the following standard situation: Let C, D be connected, graded coalgebras over IF, and 
4: C + D a map of coalgebras. Then 4 induces a canonical restriction functor rg from 
C-comodules to D-comodules. Right-adjoint to this functor is the cotensor product 
M H CnDM (e.g. see [4]). We have 
Horn&N, C q oM) z Hom,(r,(N), M) 
which extends under suitable assumptions to the change-of-rings i omorphism 
(9) 
Ex@*(N, CnDM) z Ex$*(rg(n), M). (10) 
The following notation will be used: ForfE Horn&N, C q DM) denote byf= E @ 1 ofits 
image in HomD(N, M), where E: C -+ IF, is the counit and E @ 1: C IJ~M c C @ M + 
IF, 0 M z M (which is the same as C q oM --+ D q DM = M). For g E Hom,(N, M) its 
image in Horn&N, CnDM) is given by 
1Ol CuDN - Cu,,M 
CGN 
where $ is the C-coaction on N. If M is a C-comodule with coaction map 
$(m) = C ci 0 mi E C 0 M and C, D are now assumed to be Hopf algebras note the 
following canonical isomorphism (e.g. see [8] p. 338): 
(11) 
Here C is the conjugate of c and A @“B denotes the tensor product of A and B with the 
diagonal C-coaction, whereas the coaction on CnDrti(M) is induced from the one on C. 
This isomorphism allows us to switch from the diagonal coaction which usually comes up in 
using the Kunneth formula to the left coaction which is used in the change-of-rings formula. 
Comodules over I*, E,, d(1). (12) 
A classification of modules over r is, of course, trivial by Jordan decomposition: Denote 
by Vi the indecomposable r-module of lF,-dimension i, 1 d i d p. Then Vi is irreducible and 
VP is free. Jordan decomposition shows that every finite dimensional I-module is a finite 
direct sum of I/i’s. 
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For the classification of modules over E we refer to [S] or [9]. A classification of 
modules over d(l) seems not to be known. We shall need the following comodules: 
Ei, 1 <i < p. (13) 
Define Ei as the &‘( l)-submodule of d(l), generated by r,rr<‘;- 1 (remember aE &( 1) acts 
degree decreasing from the left). For example El and E2 may be visualized by the following 
pictures. 
(.?@a. = b -@Qou = Q,u + Qob) 
Here dots represented If,,-basis elements and the action of Qo, Qr and 9’ is indicated by 
lines. 
If we regard the I-module Vi as an d(l)-module with Q. and Qr acting trivially then 
clearly 
Ei r El o”Vi 
as &( l)-modules. Since also El z d(l), q r, IF,, induced by El c d(l), , we have by (11) 
Ei g El @*Vi z (d(l)*~r*[F,) @*Vi cz &e(l)* q r* Vi. (14) 
In particular, to compute Ei @*M for an d(l),-comodule M, we only need to know the 
I,-comodule structure on Vi @“M: 
Ei @*M = (d(l)* q r,[F,) @*Vi @*M TV d(l)*Ur,re(P’i O”M). (15) 
Here r, denotes the restriction functor from d(l),- to I,-comodules. For example, 
r+(Er) = V1 + C41/1 + XI’, (with CM the shift suspension of M) and Ei = El @*Vi together 
with the decomposition of I’[ @ Vj (e.g. see [7]) then easily gives Ei 0 Ej as a sum of E~‘s. 
N”. (16) 
The pure lightning flash comodule N m is the [F,-vector space with basis ao, ai, a”i, 
i = 1, . . . ) m in degrees 1 ai 1 = iq, 1 a”i 1 = iq + 1 with &( l),-comodule structure determined 
by 
Qo(4 = ai, Ql(4 =ai-l, P'(ai)= i'Ui-1 and P1(a”i)=(i-l)~a”i_r. 
Viewed as an E,-comodule, N” is one of the lightning flash comodules in [S] and is denoted 
by Lm in [S]. If m = C mip’ is the p-adic representation of m, then r+(V,,,) is l/,O + VmO+ 1 up 
to grading and free comodules (interpreting V. as 0). This determines Ei @ N”. It is 
convenient o introduce the notation N(n) for NV@!). 
H, (0. (17) 
Next we review the well-known description of H,(l) (e.g. see [S, 21). The generator of 
Ho(f) = IF, gives a map p : I+ HF, inducing a monomorphism 
p* : H,(I) + H,(HF,) = cd,. 
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We identify H,(1) with its image, which is 
H*(O = qF1, L 1.. 1 ow,, f3, ... ). (18) 
This is the same as 
H*(l) = d* q E*Fp. 
The action of d(l) is given as follows: 
(19) 
Define a weight function on the monomials in H,(1) by 
Wt(fi) = Wt(fi) = pi-l, wt(L2.b) = WC(U) + WC(b) 
and let IV(n) denote the [F,-vector space generated by all monomials of weight n. 
Since Q. and Q1 respect he weight filtration, H,(1) E 0, IV(n) is a decomposition of 
E,-comodules. The presence of ?I implies that ?P’ respects weight filtration only if n z O(p). 
For n = O(p), W(n) is thus an d(l),-comodule. The d(l),-comodule H,(1) then decom- 
poses as H,(1) E @,lV(mp) 0 VP. Information on the d(l),-comodule structure of 
IV(mp) is obtained in [7]. 
H, (4 (20) 
The description of the mod p homology of the Zm(J)-theory spectrum A is obtained from the 
exact sequence 
induced by (1). If we identify H,(l) with its image in d,, then Q, = (1 - R)/p. 9:. Now 
S: acts trivially on all generators Zi, ci, i 3 2, except on r1 where Pi(pi) = - $‘-i. 
Define C:= lF,[c, &, . . . ] 0 A(Z2, Z3, . . . ) E ~,-J.~~~,.F~, then ker(S:) = C and 
coker(9:) = C. A,(?;- ‘) and we obtain the short exact sequence of d(l),-comodules 
O+CA,(~-‘)+H,(A)~C+O. (21) 
Note that C = @,,, W(mp). 
Watanabe [lo] has determined the d,-coaction on H,(A). We shall only need that one 
can choose preimages Cli E H,(A) for Zi E C, pi for Ti (i > 2) and /3 for Ff under D, satisfying: 
g’(ai) ~0, Qo(ui) =fli, g’@i) =Sr-, (I’ =B). Then Ql(aJ = pf_‘-, (Ql(az) =fi). More- 
over QdP) = A,(c-‘X QI(~) = - A*(~?-‘). H ence (21) does not split as a sequence of 
E,-comodules. 
Let c:= lF,[p, Bz, &, . . . ] 0 A(az, oz3, .. . ) then 
H,(A) = c.A,(c-‘) @ c. 
Define a weight function wt on the monomials in H,(A) by wt(1) =O, wt(b) = 
wt(A,(e- ‘)) = WC (/?2) = Wt(a2) = p, Wt(Mi) = wt(Bi) = pi- ’ (i > 2) and wt(a * 6) = 
wt(a) + wt(b). Let WA(n) be the [F,-vector space generated by all monomials of weight n. 
Then 8’, Qo, Qr respect weight and WA(n) is an d(l),-comodule. The exact sequence (21) 
decomposes into short exact sequences of -01( l),-comodules. 
Ol+P+V(pm-p+ WA(pm)+W(pm)+O (22) 
where A; is the map x H A*(x.c-‘) = Z.A,(e-‘) with o,(Z) =x. Since A,(~-‘) is 
d(l),-primitive, A& is an &( l),-comodule map. 
F-extensions. (23) 
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Let F be a ring spectrum with unit i : So + F and Fz an F-module spectrum with multiplica- 
tion p : F A Fz + Fz. We shall only need the example Fz = F A 2. The F-extension f” of 
a map f: X + Fz is defined by 
iAf 
f:Fr\X---tFr\Fz 1: Fz. 
This is clearly an F-module map. 
If F1, Fz are F-module spectra, write [F,, FJz for the subgroup of F-module maps in 
[F,, F,]*. Sendingf to f”gives then an isomorphism 
[X, FZ]* z [F A X, F,]: (24) 
whose inverse is given by restriction to So A X via i A id : So A X + F A X. 
Let now F = 1 andf: X -+ 1 A Y be any map. It follows from the change-of-rings formula 
that 
&::.+(~AX)-,H,(~A Y) 
is given by 
where we have used the isomorphism H,(I A Z) = d, q E. H,(Z) from (19) and (11). Hence 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X, Y be connective spectra and f: X + 1 A Y a map. If the E,- 
comodule rnapf* : H,(X) + H,(Y) is an isomorphism, then 
f”:l~X-il~ Y 
is a p-local equivalence. 
The corresponding F-cohomology statement is as follows. Let Fz be as above and 
f: X -+ F A Y be any map. Define 
X:CY,Fzl+CX,F,l (25) 
to be the composition 
[Y, F,] g [F A F,]& A x, Fz],,, z [X, F,]. 
Since f”is an F-module map, f! is well defined and we trivially have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If for f:X -+ 1 A Y with X, Y connective the E,-comodule map 
f, : H,(X) -+ H,(Y) is an isomorphism, then 
f:l;(Y)+l;(x) 
is an isomorphism. 
We shall also need that the diagrams (with lz = 1 A Z) 
CY, 1 A Zl 
/I --‘-) Lx, 1 A zl 
lh lh 
HomdHdY), H,(Z)) cf,,t HomE,W,(X), H,(Z)) 
(26) 
[Y, 1 AZ] JJ+ [X, 1 AZ] 
ly 1s 
[Y, G A z] /i, [x, G A z] 
(27) 
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commute. Here h is the Hurewicz map followed by the change-of-rings-isomorphism (10) 
and (19) g : I+ G is the canonical map of I into the periodic Adams summand G of the 
p-local K-theory spectrum, i.e. G = UT’ 1 andf’ : X + G A Y is g A 1 of: The proofs are easy 
diagram chases and are left to the reader. 
3. THE SPLITTING MODELS 
In this section we shall define various spectra appearing in the splitting of A A A, 1 A A, 
1 A 1. 
We begin by recalling the integral Brown-Gitler spectra K(n) and define X,(n) which is 
used in the splitting of A A A. The spectra R(n), X(n), which are used in [S] for a splitting of 
1 A A, appear later on in the construction of the splitting maps pf : IF”- ’ X,(n) + 1 A A. 
They may be used to construct a second set of splitting pieces R,(n), X,(n). Those only give 
a stable splitting of A A A, i.e. a splitting up to a wedge of mod p Eilenberg-Mac Lane 
spectra, but have the advantages of a more explicit definition than the spectra K(n) and 
X,(n) and giving more insight into the internal structure of A A A. In using K(n) and X,(n) 
we have to complete all spectra at p whereas in using R,(n), X, (n) we may work p-locally. 
We shall use the definition of the integral Brown-Gitler spectra given in [3], see also [2]. 
Since the authors in [3] work in a p-complete setting we shall do the same but without 
indicating this in the notation. 
Recall the following discussion and results from [3]: We have 
H,(R2S3) g IF&, b2, . . . ] 0 I\&,, aI, . . . ) 
with ( ai 1 = 2p’ - 1, 1 bi 1 = 2p’ -2 and a weight filtration on the monomials in H,(R2S3) 
given by 
wt(ai) = wt(bi) = pi and W~(LI. 6) = wt(a) + W(b). 
There is an increasing filtration F,R2S3 such that H,(F,,a2S3) is the span of monomials of 
weight < n. Let S3(3) denote the 3-connected cover of S3 and 
R2S3(3) -+ n2s3 + s’ 
the associated homotopy fibration. Definition A, by the homotopy fibration 
A,-+ F,,,, -+S’. 
Then H*(A,,) is the span of monomials of weight pi with i < n in H,(R2S2 (3)). Let 5 denote 
the spherical fibration over R2S3 constructed in [ll]. Then the Thorn spectrum of 
5 1 R2S3 (3) is equivalent o the p-complete Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum Hi?;. The nth 
integral Brown-Gitler spectrum at p, B1 (n), is then defined to be Thorn spectrum T (5 1 A,,) 
using the map G, 3 Q2S3 (3) -+ R2S3. 
The map T(i,):B,(n) = T(<IA,)-+ T(51R2S3(3)) N HZ,^ sends H,(B,(n)) isomor- 
phically onto the span of monomials of weight < pn where H,(HZ,^) r 
~pcsl’ f2, ... 1 ON- ~l,Zz, . ..) and wt(fi) = wt(zi) = pi, wt(~.b) = We + wt(b). 
There are pairings III(n) A Bl(m) -+ BI(n + m) whose homology homomorphism is 
compatible with the multiplication in H,(HZ,^) (Theorem 1.5 in [3]). 
We shall mainly use the notation K(pn) for BI(n) and define K(np + i) as K(np) for 
i E { 1, . . , p - l}. This is the notation used in [2] and has the advantage that 
1 A 1 E v 1 A C’“K(n). 
PI>0 
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Our next aim is the construction of a map 
F:K(np)+K(np-1) 
as a compression of the multiplication by pl+“(“) map on K(pn). 
LEMMA 3.1. The cojbre of the map i: K(np - 1) -+ K(np) induced by A,_, L.+ A, is 
equivalent to F,,JF,, _ 1. 
Proof: If A L X x C/is acofibrationand 5 --+ C, is a spherical fibration over C,, then 
there is the well-known cofibre sequence of Thorn spectra 
A-,Xj*S+C$+CA. (28) 
Here t is taken as a virtual spherical fibration of dimension 0. By [3] (see the proof of 1.3) 
there is a space M,,(~P”) and a cofibration 
M,,(aIP”) -+ A, - I -+ &a + FpIF,,- I 
with IZMpn(aIp”) 2: FpnlFpn_l. So we may apply (28) with X = A,-, and C, = A,. o 
Let Cn,k be the configuration space of k distinct ordered points in R” and I’, the vector 
bundle 
C2,k%k Rk -+ C2,klx.k 
with Thorn space t(vk). 
Then (up to p-completion, see e.g. [12]) t(V,J is the same as Fk/Fk_ 1 and H*(t(l/,)) is 
determined in [12]. In [12] it is proved that H*(tT/,) =0 if k + 0, l(p), t(Vpk+l) N ct(v,k) 
and that t(Vpzm+J . IS a model for Eq’P”+P’B(m) where B(m) is the mth modp Brown-Gitler 
spectrum. 
We need from [13,14] 
LEMMA 3.2. The stable order of id : t(V,.) -+ t(V,J is pl+“(“). 
Proof: This is proved for n f O(p) in [13] and for general n in [14]. There is a cofibre 
sequence 
Cqt(vp2m_p) 5 t(Vpzm) $ CqmPt(Vp,) (29) 
which is well known for p = 2. The map j? is defined in [ 121 and induced by the James-Hopf 
invariant. A detailed proof that (29) is a cofibre sequence may be found in [14]. Using (29) 
we get by the obvious induction that p’+“(“). id 1: 0 on t(Vpn). The cofibre sequence 
1 A K(pn - 1) -P 1 A K(pn) + 1 A t(V,.) may then be used to show that the order of 
id: t(V,,J --f t(l/P,) is not less than pl+“(“). 0 
COROLLARY 3.3. (a) There is a map F :K(pn) +K(pn -1) with ioF:K(pn)+K(pn) is 
multiplication by (kRr - 1)/p with k as in Section 1 and k = kP- ‘. 
(b) If v(n) > 0, F may be chosen to have Adamsjltration at least 2. 
Proof: Since v(kp - 1) =2 + v(n), the map 
(ftnp - 1)/p :K(pn) --f K(pn) 
is zero on the cofibre of i: K(pn - 1) -K(pn) by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1, hence there is 
a factorization F: K(pn - 1) + K(pn) of (knp - 1)/p through i. 
Let now n = pm. We 
a commutative diagram 
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combine the two cofibre sequences (Lemma 3.1 and (29) to get 
K(p2m -1) 2 K(p2m) j t( l/p%l) 
Z - K(p’m) - P”t(Vp,) 
with Z the fibre of /I oj. The map (kP - l)/p2 : K(p2m) --t K(p’m) projects to zero on 
Xqpmt( VP,) hence has a factorization Fi : K(p’m) --) Z. The map p : Z -+ Z has a factorization 
F2 : Z + K(p2m - 1). Then F := F2 0 F1 : K(p’m) + K(p’m -1) is a factorization of 
(kPn - 1)/p :K(p’m) + K(p’m). 
Since i, is injective and (29) induces a short exact sequence in mod p homology [14], we 
find F,, =0 and F1, =0 hence AF(F) > 2. 
Choose now for every n a map F: K(pn) + K(pn 
( > 1 + v(n)) and define X,(np) to be the cofibre of F. 
Denote the weight filtration on H,(HZ,^) by 6% 
monomials of weight < n. Then 
H,(K(n)) z H(n). 
- 1) of maximal Adams filtration 
and let H(n) denote the span of 
Recall the weight filtration wt on H,(1) = lFp[fl, t2, . . . ] @ A(Z2, Z3, . . . ) defined by 
Wt(fi) = Wt(Ti) = pi- ’ with W(n) the span of monomials of weight n. 
Define a map S,“: Cq”H(n) + W(n) as follows: For a monomial a = 
c,.F;a, . . . r,“s.z;B’ . . . <St in H(n) of weight m let 
ThenSf(a)isofweightn-m+cc1p+a2p2+ ... +~~p’+flip+fi~p~+ ... +/I,p’=n. 
Clearly Sf is an isomorphism of [F,-vector spaces which is compatible with the action of 
Qo, Q1. More importantly, SF is compatible with the B’-action on both modules if n is 
divisible by p. The proof for this is a simple computation. Hence 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The map Sn”, : H,(Eq”K(np)) + H,(l) is an injectiue d( l),-comodule 
map with image W(np). 
Next we recall the models for the splittings of 1 A 1 and 1 A A used in [S]. Let B denote 
the p-localization of B&,, the classifying space of the symmetric group C,, B” its n. q- 
skeleton and G: B + So the reduced transfer map. We have a cofibre sequence 
defining the spectrum R”. 
There is a stable map F : B” --) B”- ’ defined as a compression of the multiplication by 
p map on B” through B”-’ (see [15]). Th e map F acts as an Adams periodicity or vi-map on 
the Moore space pieces of B. It is easy to see and shown in [S] that this map fits into the 
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left-hand commutative square below, defining a map R” -P R”- ‘--also denoted by F-as 
a fill in map 
z* 
B” - So i R” 
I F I P I F 
iv B”-’ - ‘Jo i , R”- 1 
Let iX” denote the cofibre of F’ = Fo Fo ... 0 F: R” + R”-’ (i d n). Define 
R(n):= R”, m = v(n!), n > 0 
X(n):= ,X”, r = v(n), X(0) = s’ 
= cofibre of F’: R(n) + R(n - 1). 
(32) 
Since v((l” - 1)/p) = v(n) we can adjust the fill in map F’ : R(n) + R(n - 1) in such a way that 
it has degree (,&” -1)/p when restricted to So. 
There are splittings of l-module spectra [5]: 
1 A 1 g v 1 A Zq”(R(n) v J’(“)) 
fl>O 
(33) 
Here I’(“) and Z(n) are finite wedges of suspensions of the spectrum V(l), the cofibre of the 
Adams map B : CqM -+ M on the mod p Moore spectrum M. Note that 1 A V( 1) 2: H[F, such 
that 1 A I/(“’ is a graded Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum. 
The spectrum R” is a geometric realization of the pure lightning flash comodule N” of 
Section 2 (e.g. see [IS] Section 1): 
H,(R”) E N”. (34) 
Since F, =0 in modp homology, the cofibre sequence 
R” 5 Rm-’ + ,X”+CR” (35) 
induces a short exact sequence in homology and therefore a long exact sequence in Qo- or 
Q,-homology. From this it easily follows that H.+(lXm) is a free E,-comodule. We define the 
spectra &, 1 < i < p, by 
Ei := 1X’ = X(ip). 
The cofibre sequence (35) then may be used to show 
H*(Ei) g Ei (as d(l),-comodules). 
In particular, E, is a geometric realization of&‘(l), . A A & will be determined in Section 4. 
The rest of the section may be skipped, if one is only interested in the X,(n)-version of 
the splitting of A A A. 
We define product versions of R(n) and X(n) as follows: First consider n = sp“, 
0 < s < p. In [7] (4.1) it is shown that for the subspace IV(n) of weight filtration n in H,(1) 
there is an A(l),-isomorphism 
SF : Eq”(N(n) 0 F(n)) -+ W(n) 
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where N(n) = NY@!) is the pure lightning flash comodule and F(n) is a finite free A(l),- 
comodule. Now F(n) may be realized as a wedge of suspensions of &: Define f(n):= 
Vi C”’ & such that H,@(n)) = F( n ) ( as an E,-comodule F(n) is isomorphic to II*( in 
(33)). As a geometric model for IV(n), n = spa, we therefore take 
R,(n):= R(n) v F(n) (R(0) = SO) 
and for n = CF=, nipi, u > 1, 0 d ni < p, let 
R,(n):= R,hP”) A R&,+lp”+‘) A ... A R@(nbpb). (36) 
Write N,(n) for H,(R,(n)) and define s,” to be the following composition: 
Sf 1 C4”N@(n) = X4” ($ N@((nip’) ’ 0 W(nip’) ’ w(n) 
i=a 
where s =&,a@ ... OS&, * and m is given by multiplication in the ring H,(I). 
In order to define a map F, corresponding to F”(“): R(n) -+ R(n - 1) we decompose the 
first factor R,(n,p”) in R(n) a bit further. Let s, = (n, - l)p”, m, = v(s~!) and define 
R&(n,p”):= R”‘,+’ A Rpa-’ A Rpam2 A ... A RP v f(n). (37) 
With the abbreviations i = (p - 1)/F’, p”-’ - 1 = v(si!) we have by definition 
R,(n,p” - 1) = (RmQ v E(s,)) A (Rpa-‘-’ v _F(s,)) A ... A (RP-’ v ~(s,_~)). 
We define F’ : R&(n,p”) -+ R,(n,p” - 1) by taking on F(n) the constant map and on 
B R”u+i ,, RP’- ,, . . . ,, RP by taking the smash product of the maps 
F:Rj+Rj-’ cz--,Rj-’ v_F(k,), j=m,+l, pa-’ ,..., p and kj =s~,s~, . . . . ~~-1. SO the 
map F& is essentially the u-fold smash product of F and therefore of Adams filtration a. 
We extend this definition for general n = xi=, nipi, a 2 1, 0 < ni < p by taking 
R&(n) := %(n,p”) A RB,(n,+lp”+l) A ... A R,($,pb) 
Fd JF;, h 1 h 1 A ... h 1 (38) 
&(n - 1) = R,(n,p” -l)ARo(n,+,p”+‘)A ... A RB(nbpb) 
Let X,(n) be the cofibre of F, : R&(n) + R,(n - 1). Observe that if a = v(n) = 1, then F& is 
simply 
F v 0 : R(nlp) v f’(qp) + R(nlp - 1) v F(nlp - 1) 
and therefore X,(n) is the same as 
X,(n) = Xc&p) A R,(n2p2) A .‘. A R,(nbpb). (39) 
Since for X(n,p) = _EnI the homology is free as an E,-comodule, it follows that H,(X,(n)), 
v(n) = 1, is also free as an E,-comodule. As an d(l),-comodule H,(X,(n)) consists of a sum 
of suspensions of Ei. The precise decomposition may be computed with the help of (15). 
Let NE,(n) = H,(R&(n)), then N&(n) and N,(n) differ in the first factor. We construct an 
&‘( l),-surjection with finite free kernel 
z : N&(sp”) + N,(sp”) 
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and define SF : N&,(n) + W(n) by composing SF with r 8 1. For the construction of r define 
a map p: Nifkp -*Ni@NPkfori~l,k~l by 
p(tj+pk)=(ZjQbpk, O<j<i 
P(cj+pk) = aj O bpkr 0 <j 6 i 
p(cpk-j) = a0 @ gpk-j, j > 0 
p(cpk-j) = a0 O bpk-j, j 3 0. 
Here a. a”. b. L. c. c”. denote the standard generators for N’, NPk and Ni+kp (see (16)). J, J’ I’ J’ J’ J 
LEMMA 3.5. p is an d(l),-monomorphism with finite free cokernel. 
Proof: That p is compatible with the Qo, Qr, Y”-action is clear from the definition. 
Proceeding as in [7] (4.6) one easily shows that ~1 induces an isomorphism in Qo, Q1 ,9l- 
homology which implies the result. 
r: Ni @ NPk _, Ni+Pk is defined to be a section of p and 
r : N&(n,p”) = (N” @ Np”-’ @ ..+ @ NP) @I F(n) + N,(n) 
(m = (n, - l)(p”-’ + ... + p + 1) + 1) is obtained by iteration. 
4. THE SPLIITING OF A A A 
The splitting (33) of 1 A A is induced by maps 
p,:Eq”-lX(n)+lr\A 
but these maps do not factor through A A A +~A~,sinceQAl~p,+O0.1nSection5we 
shall modify the splitting of 1 A A and construct maps 
#O,K:Cq”-lXK(n)+lAA 
having the following properties: 
Q~lopf-0 (40) 
& : H,(Cq”- ‘X,(n)) + H,(A) (41) 
the map induced by p,“* and the change-of-rings-theorem, is an injective d(l),-comodule 
homomorphism with image W”(n) (see Section 2). Assuming (40) and (41) we now can 
derive the splitting of A A A. 
The map S = Vn pf : Vn e o(P) Cq”-lXK(n) + 1 A A has the properties 
QA 10s ~0 
and &:H,(VCq”-‘X,(n)) -H,(A) is an isomorphism of E,-comodules. By Proposition 
2.1 
!?:/A // Cq”-lX,(n)+lAA 
n-O(p) 
(42) 
is an equivalence. Let now P : Vn _ otp, Eq”-lXK(n)+AAAbeanymapwithD~ 1oP N S. 
Then 
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THEOREM 4.1. The A-extension of P 
P”:AA V IZ 4”-1XK(n) -+ A A A 
n = O(P) 
is an equivalence of p-complete A-module spectra. 
Theorem 4.1 will follow from (42) and the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Given a map f: X -+ 1 A Y with Q A 1012: 0 andf,: H,(X) + H,(Y) an 
E,-comodule isomorphism, then any F : X -+ A A Y with D A lo F N f induces an equivalence 
F:AAX+AA Y. 
For p # 2 Im(J)-theory A is well known to be a commutative ring spectrum. The 
multiplication map PA : A A A + A fits into the commutative diagram of cofibrations 
+ AAA DAI, IAA % xql A A 2 CAAA --t 
I fl.4 lb 1” J&C4 (43) 
D A ------+ 1 Q C41 B ZA + 
where ji := ~01 A D. For a proof see Section 4 of [lo] or [6], 
PROPOSITION~.~. 
CAAX -+ 
1’ L3 b3 I’ 
AAY -+ 1AY + xql A Y + x,‘iAY -+ 
Proof In the diagram 
AAX + 1AX + xqlAX -+ CAAX 
J IAF ll/\F I 2’1 A F 1 Xl A F 
AA(AAY) + IA(AA Y) + Cql~(A~Y) -+ CAA(AAY) 
Lb.4 A 1 J”^’ J”“’ h 1 1% * 1 
AAY + lAY + xqlA Y -+ CAAY 
the upper squares commute trivially whereas the commutativity of the lower squares is 
a direct consequence of (43). But (ji A l)o (1 A F) = u A 1 0 (1 A D A 1) 0 1 A F = (u A 1) 3 
(1 A F) =f”and (PA A l)o(l A F) = F” by definition. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The assumptionf* being an E,-comodule isomorphism implies 
by Proposition 2.1 that yin Proposition 4.3 is an equivalence. The result follows from the 
5-lemma. 
As already indicated Theorem 4.1 determines the A-theory operations. 
COROLLARY 4.4. A*(A) z n,, ~ oCpj A*(Cq”- ‘X,(n)). 
Proof By Proposition 2.2 P! is an isomorphism. 
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Using the models X,(n) we only get a stable splitting: 
In Section 5 we shall construct maps p: : Cqn-i X,(n) + I A A satisfying Q A lo p: N 0 
and (p?), : H,(Cq”- ‘X,(n)) -+ H,(A) is an d(l),-comodule map with image W”(n) and 
kernel T(n), which is a finite free d(l),-comodule. 
Since d(l), is injective (e.g. [9]), we can choose an d(l),-splitting 
t::H*(Zq”-iX&r)) + T(n). We realize T(n) = @i C”iE, as T(n):= Vi Z”iEp such that 
H*@(n)) = T(n). 
Since 1 A T(n) is a generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum, the Hurewicz map 
C~q”-lX,&), 1 A WI -+ Hom,~*(H,(~q”-lX~(n)), H,U A T(n))) 
= Hom,,(H,(Z - qn- ‘X,(n)), H*(T(n))) 
is an isomorphism and there is a map t, : Eq”- ‘X,(n) + 1 A T(n) inducing 
Cl* = t;:H*(~q”-lX@)(n)) + T(n). The map Inn* is by construction an &( l),-comodule map 
and from Proposition 6.1 we obtain Q A lot, z 0. 
Let T := Vn ~ oCpj T(n) then the map 
S,: v ~qn-l&,(~)+~A(~ v T) 
n = O(p) 
defined by adding up p: v t, induces an equivalence 
$&A v ~q”-lX,&)+/A((AV T). 
n = O(p) 
Since Q A 1 OS, 2~ 0 there is a map Po:V,, ~ Ou,~~qn-lX,s,(n) + A A (A v T) with 
D A lo PB N S,. The same proof as for Theorem 4.1 shows 
THEOREM 4.5. The A-extension of PB 
&: v ~A~q”-l&,(n)-+Azd)V(~AT) 
n c O(p) 
is an equivalence of p-local A-module spectra. 
Since A A J& N HE, v X4”- ’ HIF, (see Proposition 4.6 below) A A T is a wedge of mod p 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra and Theorem 4.5 may be called a stable splitting. Dispensing 
the property “A-module splitting” one may obtain an actual splitting of A A A by splitting 
off A A T from the left-hand side in Theorem 4.5. 
We now identify A A Ei where & is defined by the cofibre sequence 
+p 5 p-1 +&i+CRI-t. 
The induced sequence in l-theory easily gives l*(Ei) (for l,(R’) see e.g. [5] Section 1) and the 
action of .Y” on H,(&) = Ei determines the action of Q on l*(&) (again see e.g. [S] Section 
3). This implies that A A & has exactly two non-trivial homotopy groups 
~o(A A EJ = UP 
71qi - 1 (A A @i) = Z/p. 
Let HB’ denote the cofibre spectrum of the ith Steenrod power pi, where the dimensions 
are adjusted by the cofibre sequence 
~~-‘H~~~~~qi-LHF,~H~i O,HF,+. 
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Then HP” has non-trivial homotopy groups in the same dimensions as A A &. If the 
Postnikov invariant of A A Ei is non-trivial, then A A Ei must be HP’, otherwise 
A A & N HE, v Cqi- 'H[Fp. Computing A A Ei, HP’ and HE, v X4’- ‘HE, on some Yi with 
non-trivial @-action-for example on R’ or RP-then shows: For i < p the Postnikov 
invariant of A A & is non-zero, whereas the one of A A EP is trivial. Hence 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For i < p, A A & N HP’ and A A BP N HIF, v Cqp- ‘H[F,. 
Remark. Explicit equivalences may be constructed as follows: For i < p consider the 
commutative diagram 
C-‘IAEi ~ c’-‘l A E. _I -+ Ar\Ei 
LTI 1 TZ 1 Ts 
C-‘H5 
x9’ 
P- 
xq’-lH[F -+ 
P HP” 
with Ti := chb A 1, E HO(l A Ei) and 
T2 := (- 1)’ t: ’ ch~,j_ 1) A ~~“-‘(l,~) E H”‘- “(I A Ei). 
j=l Cj 
Here ci := (ii - 1)/p, 1, E HO(Ei) is a generator and chej E H”j(l) is the modp reduction of 
the integral Chern character of Adams (e.g. see [16]). Since Q*chi(i_ I) = ci. chii [16] and 
chf,,, = ~9”“. chb in H*(l), the commutativity of the left-hand square above follows. Let 
T3 be a fill in map, which is unique up to a constant since (HP”)‘(A A &) E [F,. It follows 
that T3 induces an isomorphism in no and nqi _ 1. 
For i = p we have two cohomology classes 
ch;AIEpEHo(AABp), ch;q_l~l_E,EHPq-l(AA&J 
where chf E H’(A) are the generators in the first two dimensions where H*(A) is non-zero 
(e.g. see (20)). The natural transformation induced by cht is called A-theory Chern character 
in [16] and its definition easily implies that 
& : A0 (E,) -+ HO@,) and chgq - I : A,, - I US,) -+ HO@,) 
are isomorphisms. From this it follows that 
ch: A lEp v chtq_ 1 A lEp: A A EP -+ HIF, v xqp- ‘H[F, 
is an equivalence. 
The nature of the operation in A*(A) is then rather clear: (44) 
(a) Firstly, we have Eilenberg-Mac Lane operations, that is a E A*(A) factorizes 
through A A &, N HE, v CqPmlHIFp. Th ese elements may be written as a composition of 
cht, chtq_ 1 E H*(A), ordinary cohomology operations and pi, f12 E [A A Ep, A], for pi, bZ 
the two generators of A*@,). 
(b) The splitting pieces &, i < p, give HP’-operations, that is maps factorizing through 
A A & N HP’. 
(c) The splitting piece X,(O) = S’ gives the coefficient operations, e.g. maps 
k: x4’- ‘A + A defined as A-extensions of CI E Aqi- l(S”). 
(d) Elements a in im(A: Z*(XK(n)) -+ A*(X,(n))) will by (4.4) in [5] factorize up to an 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane operation as A 0 13 0D where 8 E E*(l) is a torsion element (= torsion 
I-operation). 
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(e) Elements a E A*(xq”- ‘X,(n)) c A*(A) not in im(A) are new operations. Again by 
(4.4) of [S] those operations are factorizations of torsion l-operations through A, e.g. 
Da=0oD+zwherezisasin(a)andt?asin(d). 
It remains to compute A*(X,(n)). This will not be done in this paper; the details seem to be 
too long and tedious and are best postponed until after they are needed for some sensible 
application. However, in order to get some idea for the size of ,4*(X,(n)) we shall indicate 
the main steps for a computation. 
For n + 0(p2) it is shown in Section 5 that A A X,(n) splits as a wedge of suspensions of 
A A Ei, so A*(X,(n)) is given by Proposition 4.6, duality and counting arguments in this 
case. Let now n = O(p2) and n > 0. Both X,(r) (42) and X(r) v Z(r) (33), r = O(p), give 
splittings of 1 A A. Hence there are isomorphisms 
hl: [*(X,(r)) + l*(X(r) v Z(r)) 
by Proposition 2.2. But I*(X(n)) is easily computed [S] (4.6): 
12+qj(X(n)) = Z/p’j 
with m = v(n!), rj = min{v(n),m +l -j}, j = 1, . . . ,m. This and the action of Q follows 
easily from the defining cofibre sequence for X(n). This determines A*(X(n)), an example is 
in (45) below: 
I*(Y) and A*(Y) forp =3 and Y =5X22 
A 0 77 0 0 v 0 0 v 0 .. 
I I I I I I I I I I 
AoooooooVo 
I I I I I I I I I I 
Aooooooooo 
I I I I I I I I I I 
AooooooooA 
I I I I I I I I I I 
A o o A o o A o o A ~ 
voov 
I I I I 
0 0 0 v v 
I I I I I 
0 00v0v (45) 
I I I I I I 
0 oooAoV 
I I I I I I I 
oAooAoVw 
. . 
1. 1 3 6 9 .‘. 15 18 21 
o, A, V, W represent a copy of Z/p in l”“j(Y) 
A, w represent a copy of Z/p in A3+qj-q( Y) (coker Q) 
V,W represent a copy of E/p in A2 ‘qj( Y) (ker Q) 
I represents multiplication by p 
But since in general Q A lo h” + 0, h” need not commute with Q and, indeed, it turns out 
that the action of Q on both groups is not quite the same. There is some small mixing 
between some of the & in Z(n) and X(n) after applying hn (due to the fact that the lightning 
flash comodule in W(n) has a tag, see [7]). But the mixing is minimal and .4*(X(n) v Z(n)) is 
already a good approximation for A*(X&)). 
The isomorphism hn composed with the projection onto Z*(X(n)) may be induced by 
a map X,(n) + 1 A X(n) (see the discussion in Section 5 below). This map has a factorization 
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fx”:XK(n)-*Ar\X( ) d n an we define Y,(n) to be the cofibre spectrum of its A-extension. The 
resulting cofibre sequence 
Yx(n) --+ A A X,(n)?+ A A X(n) (46) 
may now be used to compute &(X,(n)) from which A*(X,(n)) follows by duality argu- 
ments (Aj(XK(n)) is isomorphic to Aj-3(X,(n))). 
A closer analysis of the cofibre sequence ofyf gives the following: The spectrum Y,(n) is 
a finite two-stage Postnikov system of graded modp Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra 
which-depending on n- can be rather large and complicated. Its homotopy may contain 
non-trivial additive extensions, i.e. cyclic groups of order p*. The exact sequence induced by 
(46) in homotopy is nearly always short exact. Only in one dimension qj withj = [m/p] and 
m = v,(n - p!) the map (&, can have a non-trivial cokernel of order p depending on v,(n) 
and v,(j). There may be non-trivial additive extensions in dimensions qj and qj - 1 but in 
dimensions different from qj and qj - 1 there is a splitting for (&‘),. 
5. MODIFICATION OF THE SPLITTING OF I A A 
The splitting maps P,, : Eq”- ‘X(n) + 1 A A of [S] do not factor through 
D : A A A + 1 A A. The obstruction for this is a pure Adams-filtration zero phenomenon, 
there are no obstructions in higher Adams filtration. By changing p. and X(n) in 
“Adams-filtration 0” we shall produce maps 
pf:Cq”-‘X&+lr\A and p~:C4”-1Xo(n)-+1AA 
which will be shown in Section 6 to factor through A A A. 
The construction of pf and #’ is parallel to the one of pn given in [S]. Therefore we shall 
assume that the reader has knowledge of [S] and use the notation and results of Sections 
2 and 3 of [S] freely. 
The construction is done in several steps. In step 1 we compare 1 A K(n) and 1 A R(n). 
Recall from Section 3 the E,-comodule isomorphism 
Sf : H,(Cq”K(n)) 7 W(n) c H,(1). 
From [5] Section 1 we have an E,-comodule isomorphism 
Eq”(L(n) 0 F(n)) 3 W(n) (47) 
where L(n) is the lightning flash comodule and F(n) is a finite free E,-comodule. Composing 
Sf with the inverse of (47) we obtain an E,-isomorphism 
H,W(n)) + L(n) 0 F(n). (48) 
The E,-comodule L(n) is realized by H,(R(n)) and for F(n) we choose a wedge f’(n) of 
suspensions of V(l)‘s such that H,@(n)) = F (n). We now construct a map 
f” : K(n) -+ 1 A (R(n) v E(n)) (49) 
such thatf: : H,(K(n)) -+ H,(R(n) v f(n)), the map induced byf” and the change-of-rings 
isomorphism, is the E,-isomorphism (48) above. With R = K(n), T = F(n) this will follow 
from 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let R, T be spectra such that g:H,(R) g H,(R(n)) @ H,(T) US E,- 
comodules with H,(T)jnite and E,-free. Then there exists a mapf: R + 1 A (R(n) v T) ,g.d 
that f* : H,(R) + H,(R(n) v T ) is the given isomorphism g. 
Proof. Consider the Adams spectral sequence for [R, 1 A (R(n) v T)],. Its E,-term 
consists of the groups (10) and (19) 
ExG:;‘(H, (R), H, (R(n) v T )). 
For s > 0 these groups depend only on the stable isomorphism type of H,(R) and 
H,(R(n) v T) as E,-comodules (see [17] or [8]) which is L(n) in both cases. By [17] (3.8) we 
have an isomorphism 
Ext;:(L(n), L(n)) z Ext2i(F,, IF,) 
for s > 0 since L(n) is an invertible E,-comodule. It is easy to see that this isomorphism is 
compatible with the homomorphism of spectral sequences induced by multiplication with p. 
The effect of multiplication by p on Extz;* (F,, F,) is well known: 
It induces a monomorphism Ex@i(lF,, IF,) -+ Exti: I,‘+ ’ (iF,, F,). This forces all differen- 
tials in the spectral sequence for [R, 1 A (R(n) v T) J* to be zero. The argument is exactly the 
same as for 17.12 in [S]. Hence the Hurewicz map 
CR, 1 A (R(n) v T)l, +Hom~~Vt+dR), H,UW v T)) 
is onto and we may realize the isomorphism g by a mapf: 
Remark. Alternatively the explicit description of R = K(n) provides us with a map of 
Adams filtration c = v(n!) to So (use (2.5) or (1.4) in [18]), hence a map K(n) + l[c] lifting 
K(n) --) So + 1 where l[c] is the cth term in a minimal Adams resolution of 1. Since 
l[c] N 1 A R(n) by (1.15) of [S] we have a map K(n) + 1 A R(n) realizing the harder part of 
the isomorphism H,(K(n)) + H,(R(n) v f’(n)). 
COROLLARY 5.2. The l-extension off” : K(n) + 1 A (R(n) v F(n)) gives an equivalence 
f”“: 1 A K(n) -+ 1 A (R(n) v r(n)). 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 2.1. 
Similarly Proposition 2.2 gives 
COROLLARY 5.3. If 1, is an l-module spectrum, then f" induces an isomorphism 
f;” : lZ*(R(n) v t’(4) + lZ*(K(n)). 
Step 2 (the pull buck diagram): Next recall the pull back diagram (2.1) from [S]: 
[x,lA l] 9 F’[X, G A 1-j 
I 
h 
I 
T (50) 
Hom,,(H,(X), H,(l)) s Shom&H,(X), H,(V) 
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Here h and g are as in (26) and (27) F” is the image of g, Shom,,(M, N) denotes the group of 
stable E,-comodule maps and S is the canonical map. By (2.2) of [S] there is, for 
X = EqmR(n), a well-defined map z such that (50) is a pull back diagram. We need 
PROPOSITION 5.4. With X = Eq”K(n), (50) is a pull back diagram. 
Proof From the facts that _F(n) is a wedge of V(l)‘s, that V(1) is self-dual, 
1 A V(1) N HlF, and from (2.2) of [5] we have that (50) with X = Cqm(R(n) v p(n)) is a pull 
back diagram. Now the maps (f”)!, (f”‘)!, HomE,(ri, l), ShomE,(f*“, 1) map (50) with 
X = Cqm(R(n) v f(n)) isomorphically into (50) with X = ZqmK(n). The resulting cube com- 
mutes by (26) and (27). q 
Step 3 (construction of rf): The map r,” : Cq”K n ( ) + I A 1 is constructed using Proposi- 
tion 5.4 as follows: Note first that 
[Eq”K(n), G A l] g [Eq”R(n), G A l] 
(since [V(l), G A I], =0) and 
ShomdH,(Cq”K(n)), H,(l)) r ShomE,(H,(Eq”R(n)), H,(l)) 
(since H,@(n)) is &-free). 
The element r,: Cq”R(n) + 1 A I constructed in [5] defines an element g(J”(r&) in 
F”[Zq”K(n), G A 11. In Hom,,(H,(Eq”K(n)), H,(1)) we take the maps S,” from Section 3, 
(30). Then by the definition ofJt in (48) we have 
S(C) =EY%)) =.&s(m)) = rsfl”(r,) 
where s, is the first component of (47) which satisfies S(s,) = rg(rJ by [S] (2.9). Hence by 
Proposition 5.4 the pair (S,“, gJl”(rJ) defines a well-defined element in [Cq”K(n), 1 A 11 which 
we shall call rf. 
Step 4 (construction of&: We begin with 
PROPOSITION 5.5. With v(n) 2 1 the diagram 
ZqaK(n) F Eq”K(n - 1) 
1 rf JZ’r.K_ , 
IA1 ~AQ, cql A 1 
commutes. 
Proof: The mapsfi := Zqr,“- 1 0 F andf2 := 1 A Q or: are elements in [Cq(“-‘)K(n), 1 A l] 
and by Proposition 5.4 it suffices to show that they have the same images under g and h. 
Since F is of positive Adams filtration we have h(f,) =O. On the other hand, h(rf) = Sf 
maps into the subspace W(n) of H,(l) which is annihilated by Q* = c-9; (see (20)), hence 
h(f,) =O. To show that g(fr) = g(fJ we may restrict to [SqCn-l), G A l] (see [S], proof of 
(3.1)) and the only information on F needed is the degree of F on the bottom cell. The proof 
is then the same as for (3.1) in [5]. 0 
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The commutative square in Proposition 5.5 defines a fill in map pf in 
YK(n) F V”K(, - 1) - V”X&) - Eq”+‘K(n) 
Jr! J”‘r;_, 1P.K Jzr: (51) 
IA1 ~AQ, 
1~8 CqlAl - DAD Zlr\A - ICI/\ 1 
The map p,” in (51) is not quite fixed by the property of being a fill in map. We shall use: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) Twojill in maps p,‘, p.’ : Cq”-lXK(n) -+ 1 A A satisfying of* = & in 
Hom,t(H,(~q:4”-‘X,(n)), H,(A)) are homotopic. 
(b) Every algebraicJill in map L E HomEt(H,(Cq”-‘XK(n)), H,(A)) is realizable. 
Proof This is Proposition 3.5 in [S] and the proof is exactly the same except for one 
detail: In the proof that there is a choice pj of p3 having finite order one uses the 
isomorphism 
f;” : C~q”UW v E(4), 11 + CEq”W), 11 
and the fact that p3 is of positive Adams filtration to see that pj 0 d2 = p,’ - p,“. 0 
In the last step we describe an algebraic fill in map 
L: H,(Cq”-‘Xx(n)) -+ H,(A) 
which we use to fix our choice for pn . ‘. We first treat the case v(n) 2 2. From [7] (5.7) we shall 
use the result that the short exact sequence of d(l),-comodules (22) 
0 + CPqmlW(n - p) AS WA(n)-!‘, W(n) + 0 
splits if v(n) > 2. Let z: W(n) + WA(n) be an d(l),-section of D,. Since F is of Adams 
filtration at least 2 (Corollary 3.3), the short exact sequence 
02% H,(K(n -1)) + H,(X,(n)) -+ H,(CK(n)) -+ 0 
splits as a sequence of d,-comodules. We combine these two sequences 
0 --+ H,(IZq”-‘K(n - 1)) - H,(Cq”-lXK(n)) - H,(Cq”K(n)) ------+ 0 
” 
I 
.%- 0 
I 
L 
I 
S.” 
0 - CPqmlW(n - p) A: b W”(n) * W(n) --+ 0 
(52) 
choose a direct sum decomposition of H,(X,(n)) over JZZ* and define L in the obvious way. 
Now S,“, Sf__, are d(l),-comodule maps by definition and A;, which is x H A*(x. CT- ‘), is 
Y”-compatible since g” (A*(e- ‘)) =O. Hence L is an d(l),-comodule isomorphism. We 
use this algebraic fill in map to fix p: in this case. 
Let now v(n) = 1 and write n = up + m, 0 -C a < p, v(m) > 1. The key observation in this 
case is the following commutative diagram 
0 ------+~w-‘W(up - p) 0 W(m) 4@1 ) WA(up) @ W(m) - W(up)O W(m)-0 
lm, lm2 .Im, 
4 0 - CPq-lW(n-p) - WA(n) - W(n) -0 
(53) 
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Here ml, m3 are induced by the product in H,(I), m2 is defined by using the multiplication in 
H,(A) and a section r: W(m) + WA(m). In [7] (5.8) it is then proved that ml, m2,m3 are 
surjective d(l),-comodule maps with finite free kernels. In low dimensions up < p2 direct 
computation (or (5.2) with a verification that there is an d(l),-fill in map L) shows 
W”(ap) r Ix pqa-lE II. Hence WA(ap) @ IV(m) and therefore WA(n) is by (15) a finite direct 
sum of suspensions of the d(l),-comodules Ei, 1 < i < p. 
Choose an d(l),-isomorphism 
2,: 0 C’IJEi 1 WA(n). 
i.j 
Instead of X,(n) we may use the simpler and more explicit model Vi,j Z”lj& as a splitting 
piece for A A A: Since each & A 1 is equivalent o a wedge of V(1) A 1, V(1) is self-dual and 
V(1) A E 2: HLF, the map 
is an isomorphism and z, composed with the inclusion W”(n) c H,(A) is induced by 
a map, which we shall call pfi : Vi,j Z”cjEi + E A A. 
Then pf* is an d(l),-comodule monomorphism with image WA(n). The property 
Q A lo pf N 0 follows from Proposition 6.1 below, there is nothing to check in higher 
Adams filtration (since h is an isomorphism). This will be enough for the splitting of A A A. 
To have a uniform treatment for all n = O(p) we shall also sketch the argument for using 
X,(n) if v(n) = 1: The pairing between integral Brown-Gitler spectra defines the maps 
m;, mj in the square 
K(m) A K(ap)- lAF K(m) A K(ap -1) 
I& Jm; 
IAF A A K(n) - A A K(n - 1) 
(54) 
LEMMA 5.7. Diagram (54) commutes. 
Proo_f: The corresponding square with A replaced by 1 will commute as an easy 
application of the relevant version of the pull back diagram (50). Hence 
rn; 0 1 A F - 1 A Fomj = A(z) for z E [K(m) A K(up), Cq- ‘1 A K(n -l)]. Consider the com- 
mutative diagram with X = K(m) A K(ap), Y = 1 A K(n - 1): 
Q [X,Z_iY] - [X, z-’ Y] --e*[X,AAK(n-I)] 
lhl lh2 1 
Hom..&l,(X), f&(x:-‘Y)) ‘* rHom,,(H,(X), H,(ZqplY))- 
Using 1 A K(n - 1) N 1 A (R(n - 1) v F(n - 1)) and l*(X) z l*@(n) v _F) where _F is a wedge 
of suspensions of V(l)‘s it follows easily that both Hurewicz maps are isomorphisms (use 
(1.6) [5]). Since F, =0 in modp homology the same is true for A(z). Hence h,(z) = Q*(zI) 
and z1 = h1(z2). But then Q(zJ = z and A(z) =0 follows. 0 
From (54) we obtain as a fill in map a map 
rn; : K(m) A X,(ap) + A A x&I). 
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Let rni =(D A l)omf. Then Q A 1 om2 = 0 and this implies that vi&*: 
H&(m) A X&P)) -+ H,(X&)) is an d(l),-comodule map (see the remark following the 
proof of Proposition 6.1 below). 
Using 1 instead of A in (54) and the change-of-rings isomorphism we arrive at the 
commutative diagram with Y = H,(K(m)): 
0 ---+H*(K(up - 1)) 0 Y - H*(X,(V)) 0 Y J+ H*(CK(ap)) @ Y - 0 
J& 1% 4% 
0 -H*(K(n - 1)) - H*(X&) -+ H*(E:K(n)) - 0 
(55) 
Using the maps SF we can compare (53) with (55). From the definition of SF it follows that 
these maps are compatible with mi, fii, i = 1,3, so that the left- and right-hand sides of (53) 
and (55) are isomorphic. In the middle we only have the isomorphism g2 := (p&) @ Sf. 
Since &i, 6i3 are onto with finite free kernels, the same is true for & and this already implies 
that H,(X,(n)) has the same decomposition into Ei’S as IV”(n) has. 
Now g2 : H,(XK(ap)) 0 H,(K(m)) + W”(q) 0 W(m) may not map ker(ti2) into 
ker(m2). But it is an easy exercise to show that one can use the deviation from this to define 
a map rl : H,CWq)) 0 fJ,(K(m)) + I: 4p-1W(up - p) 0 W(m) and add A; @ lo q 07 to 
g2 to produce a new fill in map gi which has the property gi(ker(Ci,)) c ker(m2). Then g2 
induces a map L : H,(X,(n)) -+ WA(n) which is automatically a fill in map (in (52)) and an 
d(l),-isomorphism. This is the required algebraic fill in map to fix pf for v(n) = 1. 
Alternatively we may use pf. 
We have proved 
THEOREM 5.8. For n = O(p) there is a commutative diagram 
Xg”K(n)~ Cg”K(n - 1) - Cq”X&)- Cqn+ ‘K(n) 
16 JVr,K_, JZPf 1 zr.” 
IA1 ~AQ, cglAl -!-!!-% E~AA 5 cl A 1 
such that ,c,“, : H,(Zg”- ‘X,(n)) + H,(A) is an d(l),-monomorphism with image W’“(n). 
Remark. The construction of p? : x4”- ‘X,(n) + 1 A A is almost identical to the one of 
p.“. From [7] (4.6) we know that SF is a surjective map with a finite free E,-comodule F’(n) 
as kernel. Instead of (48) one uses the composition 
H,(R&))~+ C-““W(n) @ F’(n) -+,5(n) @ F(n) @ F’(n) 
and replaces F(n) by F(n) 0 F’(n) throughout. The necessary algebraic fill in maps to fix 
pp are described in [7]. 
6. THEPROOFOFQ.l~,;~O 
We start by studying the homology obstructions for a map f:X + 1 A Y to factor 
through D A 1: A A Y + 1 A Y. We need conditions on f* : H,(X) + H,(Y) which imply 
that Q A 1 of is zero in modp homology. Note that Q operates on the factor H,(l) which 
disappears under the change-of-rings i omorphism. The condition we get is quite simple: 
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Letf: X --+ I A Y be a map and?* : H,(X) --t H,(Y) be the E,-comodule 
map defined by f, and the change-of-rings isomorphism. Iff* is an d(l),-comodule map (i.e. 
r* is in addition compatible with the 9l action on H,(X) and H,(Y)), then (Q A 1 of)* =0 in 
mod p homology. 
: d.+ -+ de is the map 
induced by 9’ : HF, + ZqHIF, on &* = H,(HF,), i.e. 9,’ = co 8’ 0 c with c conjugation in 
d,. Let N = H,(X), M = H,(Y). By the change-of-rings isomorphism we 
homomorphismf, : N + H,(1) @ M fromT* as composition (see Section 2): 
get back the 
LEMMA 6.2. Under the isomorphism a: ~,oE,M @AM> @ 1 ’ @ 
corresponds to 0 1. 
If we H.,.(Hff, A X) d, 0 by using Kiinneth isomor- 
phism the map by 
(i A 1 A l), : H,(X) = &(S” A HF, A X) + q+JHF, A HF, A X) = H,(HFp A X) 
is c 0 10 t,G (by definition of II/, e.g. see [S]). But (i A 1 A l), 0.9’ = 9:o(i A 1 A l), which 
gives c 0 1 ~t,&?‘x) = 9: oc 0 10$(x). Let now $(x) = xi x,! @ xl’ and Xf = cxf. Then 
(~~Ql)~(aQx)=~~Q1 1 (i a.i;Qxl’) = ~9qaxl) 0 x; 
= C(&(a).x; 0 x: + a. ~9: (Xf) 0 x:) by the Cartan formula 
=aq?P’:(a)QX)+a9,‘Ql~cQl~l+b(x) 
= @(p,‘(a) @ x) + a. c @ 10 $(9’(x)) by the observation above 
= @(.??;(a) 0 x) + @(a @.9”(X)). q 
LEMMA 6.3. In d,nE,N we have (9: 0 1 + 10 9”) o Ic/ =O. 
ProoJ The assertion is equivalent o 
JI 
N- d,o~,N 0 (~*DE$~) OAN 9’ @ ‘h (&*o&~) OAN 
iszero.Nowg=iAl:S”AX+~AXhaSg,= id. Hence @ 0 $ is simply g* . But g = i A 1 
trivially factorizes through D A 1: A A X -+ 1 A X. Hence Q A lo g N 0 which implies 
~~@l~g*=o. 0 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. 
~,:~l~f*=~,‘~l~~~lo~*~~ 
=~~(~;:~1+109’)~10~**“~ (by Lemma 6.2) 
=~~1~~*fl*“(~~01+10~“)~~ 
= 0. (by Lemma 6.3) cl 
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Remark. Using Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 it is also easy to see that iff: X -+ 1 A Y satisfies 
Q A 1 of= 0, thenf* is necessarily compatible with 9”, i.e. is an d(l),-comodule map. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Q A 10 pf induces the zero map in mod p homology. 
Proof This follows from Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 5.8. 
We now turn to the obstructions in higher Adams filtration. The main step is 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The composition 
Cq”K(n-l)~-~C”IAI~41ACAQ^tCq+lIA\ 
is zero. 
The following three facts prepare the proof: 
1. Recall the splittings (33) of 1 A 1 and 1 A A. Denote the composition of the inverse of 
the splitting map and the projection onto the wedge summand 1 A Cqn-IX(n) by 
py:lA\AlA/\ qn- ‘X(n). Similarly define maps pfi”‘: 1 A 1 + 1 A Cq”R(n). From (3.3) of 
[S] we get a commutative diagram 
IA1 ‘^Q C”lA1 2 El A A 
JP?’ ppl”: JPfAA 
1 A ZqiR(i) ‘2” 1 A ZqiR(i - 1) s 1 A ZqiX(i) 
(56) 
2. The “inverse” of pm lA1 is the l-extension of the map r,:CqmR(m) + 1 A 1. Under the 
inclusion i: Sqm -+ CqmR(m),r, restricts to the element ,” E xqm(l A 1) which is defined by 
W. 
u-v U-L u -iz2v u _ pl.v 
t m .=- .-.- . . . 
P P P P 
with k = k”-‘, v = qL(vl), u = qR (vl). That the splitting of 1 A 1 is defined by using 
?,,, :1 A Cq”R(m) --+ 1 A 1 immediately implies: 
LEMMA 6.6. pi* ‘(tf”) = S,,j. y(O). 
Here y(O) denotes a generator of no(l A R(j)). The computation of Q A 1 or, will be 
reduced to 
LEMMA 6.7. (Q A l)(tr) = ((1 - /?‘)/p)tf’/ty. 
Proof Using v. Q = $” - 1 and Ii/k(v) = kv the definition oft,” implies the statement up 
to an element z with v’ z =O. But by [8] those elements are detected by the Hurewicz map 
x*(1 A 1) -+ H,(l A 1) and an easy homology calculation finishes the proof. 0 
Remark. For our application of Lemma 6.7 the statement up to v,-torsion will be 
sufficient. 
LEMMA 6.8. t,“/ty = t,W-1 + ((1 - w)/p)v.t,W_Z/t~. 
Proof: This follows directly 
t,” without the (U - u)/p-factor. 
COROLLARY 6.9. 
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from the definition of t,“. Here, of course, t,“/ty means 
3. Consider the following commutative diagram in which all groups are isomorphic 
to i&,: 
[R”+b, l/\R”] 7 b [R”+b,l~SO] 
i* pb 
I 
i* I Pb 
[R”, 1 A R”] F; [R”, 1 A so] 
1 
(57) 
i* 1 
I 
i* I Pa 
The facts: 
[so, 1 A R”] -+ [So, lAs"] 
(i) r”(BC$‘c) g Z/p’, 
(ii) tr(lJ is a generator of 1O(BXF), 
(iii) 8” is of degree p’ on the bottom cell 
imply that i* : l’(R’) + l”(So) is of degree PC and 
(F’)*(l,) = F;(idRc A II) E I”(Fc) 
is a generator. This immediately gives all the degrees as indicated in (57) above. All maps 
appearing in the proofs of Proposition 6.5 and Corollary 6.4 are subsumed in the com- 
mutative diagram 
d --+ F”K(n -1) - F”X&) A Cq”+lK(n) - 
J z‘+:_ , 1% 1.e 
BAA 
cqlAl + 
1hD 
Cl/\/i - ClAl 
1Q~l lQ~1 lQ~1 (58) 
xzql A 1 - C*+'lAA -+ x'+'lAl 
lPl$ JPf^” 1 
-p(i+ 1’1 A ~(j _ 1) j$, -p(i+ 1’1 A x(i) ‘^f x:4@+ I)+ 11 A I __+ 
Proof of Proposition 6.5. Since (1 A A) 0 rf- 1 factors through pf and (Q A 10 pf), = 0 in 
mod p homology by Corollary 6.4 we have 
((1 A A)o(Q A l)orfel), =O. 
Note that 1 A V(1) N Hff,, so that 1 A Z(n) is a graded Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum. 
Hence the 1 A Z(n)-component of (1 A A) 0 (Q A 1) 0 c_ 1 in the splitting (33) of 1 A A must be 
zero and it is enough to show 
pf^A “(1 A A)o(Q A ~)v,K_~ NO 
in [X4(“- “K(n - l), Cqil A X(i)] for all i = O(p). 
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Since 1 A ao(pf!?toQ A lorf-r) = ptAAo(l A A)o(Q A l)orf_r is of positive Adams 
filtration and 1 A d, is injective in mod p homology (since v(i) > 0) we know that 
gi := of! : 0 Q A lo rf- 1 is zero in homology. 
NOW gi is in [Z q(n-i-“K(n - l), 1 A R(i -l)] and this group is isomorphic to 
[X4’“-‘-‘)(R(n -1) v F(n -l)), 1 A R(i -l)] via (J”-1)-1 (Corollary 5.3). From gi* =0 it 
follows that the F(n -1)-component of (A”- ‘)- ‘(gi) is zero. Since 
g: [xq(n-i- %(n - 1), 1 A R(i -I)] + [cq’“-‘- “R(n -I), G A R(i -I)] 
is injective we find that the R(n -1)-component of (A”- ‘)- ‘(gi) is-by the definition of 
rf_ ,-the element 
hi:= pf!JioQ A 1 orn_l 
and we have reduced to show 1 A d 0 hi =O. This is done by showing (m:= q(n - i - 1)) 
hi E im(l A FYci): [Z’“R(n -l), 1 A R(i)] + [C”R(n ml), 1 A R(i -l)]). (59) 
Both groups are isomorphic to &,r or 0 (for n - 1 < i) ((1.6) in [S]) and (59) can be checked 
by degree considerations: 
The map i : So + R(n - 1) induces a monomorphism and by Corollary 6.9 and Lemma 
6.6 we have 
i*(h,)=pf?:oQr\ loi*(r,_l) 
=p; ( ,& jfil *c-d-l) 
= (E ’ ~p’~‘).yO.v;-l-i 
_. n-l-i 
-. 01 X 
with y(O) E rr,,(l A R(i - 1)) a generator. 
In the commutative diagram 
[R(n -l), 1 A R(i -l)] LL [so, 1 A R(i -l)] 
t 1 * F’“’ 71 h F”” 
[R(n -l), 1 A R(i)] 
i* 
-+ [so, 1 A R(i)] 
we know the degrees by (57). This shows that 
x = ii’ 1 - /P-j _. Y 
(o) 
j=l P 
comes from CR@ -l), 1 A WII, hence i*(/r) = v;-‘-‘.x comes from 
[X4’“-‘-“R(n -l), 1 A R(i)] and (59) is proved. cl 
Now we are ready to prove: 
THEOREM 6.10. For n E O(p): Q A 1 op,” N 0. 
Proof We shall work with diagram (58). We know (Q A lo p,“), =O, arguing as above 
we see that it is enough to show 
hi:= &‘*, Q~lopf~O. 
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By Proposition 6.5 we have Q A lo P,, K’ 8 = 1 A A 0 Q A 10 IZqrf_ 1 2: 0, hence there is a fac- 
torization p’ : Cq”+ ‘K(n) -+ C q+11A_40fQA lopfthroug h j . As in the proof of (3.5) [5] we 
may suppose that p’ is of finite order. Since j,: H,(X,(n)) + H,(ZK(n)) is onto, 
(Q A 1 0 p;l”), = 0 implies pk = 0. Now (1 A j), 0 pt /r A 0 p’ in 
CC q(n-i-l)K(n), 1 A R(i)] E [c q(n-i- “(R(n) v F(n)), 1 A R(i)] 
is of finite order, the elements of finite order in this group are detected by their homology 
homomorphisms and pi = 0 implies 1 A j 0 pt li A 0 p’ = 0 and of h A 0 p’ is in 
iWl(8 :x4”+ “I A R(i - 1) + cqci+ “1 A x(i)). 
Hence there is a map 
p”:C q(n-i-l)+‘K(n) + 1 A R(i -1) 
with 1 A &p” = pthAo p’. Now 1 A a, is injective, so pi =0 implies pi =O. But the group 
[Cq(rr-i-l)+lK(n), I A R(i -l)] consists of elements of Adams filtration 0 ((1.6)b in [S] and 
Corollary 5.3) so pi =0 implies p” =O, finishing the proof. cl 
Remark. The proof that Q A lo pf 2: 0 for p: : x4”- ‘X,(n) + 1 A A is exactly the same 
as for pf 
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